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a b o u t  t h e  r e p o r t

The Partners for Prosperity and
Innovation Project is  the  f irst  nation-

wide  effort  to  assess  the  viabil ity  of

self-sustaining  business  models  for

business  accelerators  and  incubators

(BAIs )  in  Canada .  Drawing  on  a  national

survey  and  a  wide-ranging  series  of

executive  interviews ,  the  study

highlights  crit ical  strategies  for  growing

private  sector  revenue  streams  and

establishes  a  better  understanding  of

the  challenges  startup  support

organizations  are  encountering  in  their

pursuit  of  f iscal  sustainabil ity .

This  study  on  the  f iscal  sustainabil ity  of

business  accelerators  and  incubators  in

Canada  was  generously  funded  by  the

Atlantic  Canada  Opportunities  Agency

(ACOA ) ,  the  Business  Development

Bank  of  Canada  (BDC ) ,  FedDev

Ontario , Innovation ,  Science  and

Economic  Development  Canada  ( ISED )

and  Western  Economic  Diversif ication

Canada  (WD ) .  The  information ,  opinions

and  interpretations  expressed  in  this

report  are  those  of  the  authors  and  do

not  necessari ly  reflect  the  off icial  policy

or  posit ion  of  the  Government  of

Canada .  The  Government  of  Canada  and

the  aforementioned  agencies  are  not

responsible  for  the  accuracy ,  rel iabil ity

or  currency  of  the  information .

Readers  shou ld  note  that  the  re sea rch  fo r  th i s  repor t  was  conducted  befo re  the

onset  of  the  COVID - 19  pandemic .  The  impact  of  the  pandemic  i s  the re fo re  not

captured  i n  data  gathered  about  the  revenue  model s  and  f i sca l  sus ta inab i l i t y  of

bus iness  acce le ra to r s  and  i ncubato r s  (BAIs )  i n  Canada .  L ikewise ,  any  fo rward -

l ook ing  assessments  of  the  capac i t y  of  BAIs  to  mainta in  or  enhance  the i r  f i sca l

sus ta inab i l i t y  go ing  fo rward  wi l l  not  account  fo r  the  impact  of  COVID - 19  on  the

opera t ions  of  BAIs .
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Exe c u t i v e  S u m m a ry
KEY  F INDINGS  ON  F ISCAL

SUSTAINABIL ITY  FOR  BUSINESS

ACCELERATORS  AND  INCUBATORS  IN

CANADA  

Public and private sector interest and investment in business

accelerators and incubators (BAIs) stems from their potential to play a

catalytic and supportive role within the broader innovation ecosystem.

For example, a preliminary analysis conducted by ISED on data

collected from 20 Canadian BAIs for the national performance

measurement framework pilot found that the companies participating

in BAI programming significantly outperform the broader population of

Canadian SMEs on several key measures. The analysis found that BAI

companies are considerably more likely to be growing in employment

and revenue and much more likely to invest in R&D than a comparable

benchmark group in the broader firm population. The analysis also

found that 76% of companies that participated in BAI programming

described their BAI program as being either ‘significant’ or ‘vital’ to their

success.

While these contributions to Canada's economic performance suggest

a public policy rationale for ongoing public investment in BAIs, it is

equally prudent for BAIs and their partners in government to works

towards enhancing the fiscal self-reliance of these support

organizations. The array of economic benefits created by BAIs suggests

several revenue-generating opportunities that could diversify and

improve the funding sources available to BAIs while deepening their

relationships with angel investors, VCs and large corporates. In fact,

leading BAIs are already increasing the proportion of revenue they

generate from non-governmental sources—sources that range from

partnerships with innovation-hungry corporations to consulting fees

charged for services provided to mature startups and SMEs. 

 © DEEP Centre Inc. 2020



exe c u t i v e  s u m m a ry

With the Partners for Prosperity and Innovation project, the DEEP

Centre led the first nation-wide effort to assess the viability of self-

sustaining business models for BAIs in Canada. With a focus on

equity investments, service fees and partnerships with large

corporations, the study identifies the revenue models with the most

potential to contribute to the fiscal sustainability of startup support

organizations. In addition to highlighting critical strategies for

growing private sector revenue streams, the project establishes a

better understanding of the challenges different organizations are

encountering in their pursuit of fiscal sustainability. Drawing from a

wide-ranging series of executive interviews and case studies, the

DEEP Centre also examines the impact and sustainability of BAIs

from the vantage point of organizations that frequently interact with

business accelerators and incubators in Canada, including large

companies and venture capital firms.

KEY FINDINGS FROM THE FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY SURVEY AND
EXECUTIVE INTERVIEWS

In phase one of the study, the DEEP Centre built a taxonomy of the

different ways in which BAIs earn revenue, including equity

investments, service fees, innovation partnerships, real estate leasing

and IP licensing. With a focus on these five broad revenue

categories, we subsequently ran a survey with a diverse population

of 25 BAIs to build a more detailed picture of the current revenue

mix across the sample. The survey asked respondents to identify the

proportion of funding coming from various public and private

sources, the revenue models with the most significant potential for

future revenue growth and the challenges they are encountering in

growing private sector revenues. 

Following the survey, the DEEP Centre conducted 25 semi-

structured executive interviews with BAI leaders to gain a qualitative

understanding of the viability of the various revenue models. We

also spoke to 31 investors and corporate executives about their

current and future levels of engagement with Canadian BAIs. By

drawing on the survey and interview results, this report highlights a

variety of significant conclusions about the prospects for fiscal

sustainability in Canada's startup support system. Here we highlight

a few of the key findings in each of the core revenue streams for

BAIs. 
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Viable advisory service models will still need to be heavily
subsidized by public funding, including the services BAIs

provide to later-stage growth companies. In our sample, BAIs are

paying close to full market rates for consultants and then

passing somewhere between 30 to 60% of these fees on to their

clients.

Government funding
Despite evidence of traction in generating private sector revenues,

the DEEP Centre found that, with just one exception, almost all BAIs

currently receive some level of funding from government. More

importantly, government funding still accounts for 55% of the

overall funding mix for the population of 25 BAIs in our sample. The

average amount of funding from government, however, obscures

some noteworthy divergences in the sample. For example, at one

end of the funding spectrum, we find that nine BAIs in the sample

receive an average of 88% of their funding from government. At the

other end of the spectrum, we see five privately financed BAIs that

receive an average of just 4% of their funding from government. In

the middle, eleven BAIs with a balanced funding model receive an

average of 51% of their funding from government.

On a forward-looking basis, the survey and interview results suggest

that public funding will continue to be necessary to keep the

majority of Canadian BAIs afloat. Very few of the BAIs surveyed by

the DEEP Centre anticipate any changes in their revenue mix over

the next two to three years, which suggests that most BAIs will not

be viable without at least 50% public funding going forward. In

several regions and sectors, even higher public contribution levels

will be required. The bottom line is that only a small number of BAIs

have fashioned a path to fiscal self-reliance, and the executive

interviews do not engender confidence in the ability of a large

number of BAIs to follow in their footsteps.

Service fees
While 72% of BAIs earn revenue from services fees, these fees

represent a small share (11%) of the overall revenue mix for BAIs in

the sample. While publicly funded entities see service fees as the

most likely route to achieving a more balanced revenue mix, the

evidence suggests that even a healthy combination of membership,

participation and consulting fees is a supplement to public funding,

not a replacement. In particular, we found the following. 
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Service fees for early-stage programming will contribute
little to fiscal sustainability. BAIs see little to no opportunity to

increase revenues from the services delivered to early-stage

startups, which remain the mainstay for most BAIs in Canada. 

Service fees for scale-up programming are relatively new
and untested. It remains to be seen whether these fees are

sustainable and whether there is much scope for expanding the

model. Some BAIs are reporting a push back on fee-for-service

models, and everyone concedes that there is a definite ceiling on

affordability that will cap the ability to increase fees going

forward. 

The dearth of experienced executives to deliver scale-up
support places a constraint on the scale and quality of the

services BAIs provide. As several executives argued, the expertise

in creating scalable tech companies is not broadly available.

There is a limited pool of innovative-driven corporates in
Canada. The population of large corporations in Canada is small

and predominantly consists of firms that are late or reluctant

adopters of new technologies. Moreover, many companies invest

in BAIs for the wrong reasons. They want to put a more attractive

hue on a corporate brand, but their investments don’t lead to

tangible outcomes.

Only a small number of BAIs in Canada have the deal-flow,

credibility and capacity to address the innovation needs of
large corporate partners. While 84% of BAIs earn sponsorship

revenue from corporate partners, only 44% have succeeded in

attracting more significant funding for innovation outposts,

corporate accelerators and corporate innovation consulting. BAIs

outside of Canada’s largest urban centres have an especially hard

time attracting corporate partners.

Corporate partnerships
In the survey, we observe that a significant majority of BAIs (88%)

receive some revenue from corporate partners and that this revenue

constitutes an average of 17% of the overall revenue mix for BAIs in

the sample. Despite the small share, BAI leaders see corporate

partnerships as a critical component of balanced funding models.

However, as a source of long-term sustainable funding, the

corporate partnership model also presents many challenges. Here

we highlight four conclusions. 
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There appears to be a shelf-life for corporate partnerships.

After three to four years of exposure, corporates are looking for a

meaningful ROI on their relationships with BAIs. While

corporates want to contribute to building the ecosystem,

executives say they can’t justify large cheques in the absence of

significant deal flow. 

Corporate partnerships are time-consuming to set up and
expensive to staff up and deliver. The experience with

corporate innovation consulting to date suggests that it is

challenging to find the right people to deliver the programming

and hard for BAIs to make any margin. 

Equity investments won’t work for the majority of BAIs. The

return-on-equity models only work for entities with a highly

selective intake that prioritizes later stage companies for whom

it is easier to obtain exit financing. Most Canadian BAIs don’t

have investment funds, don’t want to pick winners and worry

that equity investments undermine trust-based relationships.

The return on equity model requires patient capital. Of the

six entities that take equity stakes in our sample, only one has

seen meaningful exits. The inability to generate high-value exits

to date means that most equity-driven BAIs have patient

investors that are willing to play the long game. VC-backed BAIs

typically expect a seven to ten-year wait for returns.  

In short, the prospect of significant new inflows of corporate dollars

looks uncertain. If anything, interviews with corporates suggest there

could be a near-term retrenchment in private investment for all but

a handful of the highest-performing BAIs in Canada. 

Return on equity
A small number of BAIs in Canada (just 6 of 25 entities surveyed)

take equity stakes in client companies. The survey reveals that

returns on equity investments account for 6% of revenue across the

entire sample. However, for privately-financed BAIs, equity stakes

account for nearly 30% of annual revenues. While some non-profit

entities are trying to increase their engagement with private pools of

capital, the survey results suggest that we should not expect much

of an increase, if any, in the number of Canadian entities with the

capacity to achieve VC-like returns. Three additional findings are

worth emphasizing. 
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Deal flow partnerships look doubtful. Although BAIs would

like to increase their engagement with investors, it's hard to see

significant potential for BAIs to strike new deal flow partnerships.

Most of the VCs interviewed by the DEEP Centre do not see BAIs

as their primary source of deal flow and many expressed doubts

about the capacity of BAIs to create venture-track companies. 

Privately funded BAIs. First, there are a small number of BAIs in

Canada that will see a disproportionate level of success, and

likely less than a dozen across the country that can operate as

self-sustaining entities. These privately financed BAIs include VC-

backed entities and those that have been successful in attracting

significant corporate investment. BAIs at this end of the

spectrum typically specialize in vertical niches and have a highly

selective intake that prioritizes later-stage companies. 

BAIs with balanced funding. Second, there is a larger cohort of

BAIs in the middle of the fiscal sustainability spectrum that

generates revenue from a stable mix of public and private

sources. In our survey pool, BAIs with balanced funding represent

slightly less than half the sample (44%) and receive an average of

50% of their funding from government. Advocates of the

balanced model suggest that the public-private mix allows

diverse organizations to contribute to and benefit from building

the startup ecosystem. In practice, these diversified entities serve

clients across the spectrum of maturity and draw revenue from a

mix of service fees, partnerships and real estate.

Publicly funded BAIs. Finally, our sample included a significant

number of BAIs (36%) that derive 70% or more of their funding

from the public sector. BAIs at the publicly-funded end of the

spectrum are typically mandated to serve the community. These

entities tend to focus on early-stage companies and are more

likely to be located outside of Canada’s largest urban centres.

Publicly funded BAIs are also common in capital-intensive

sectors (e.g., health sciences and cleantech) where executives

cite the need for long-term support and the capacity to use

public funding to leverage more private sector engagement. 

A spectrum of fiscal sustainability
Widespread difficulties in achieving fiscal sustainability point to the

need for a carefully calibrated funding strategy for BAIs. First and

foremost, our research points to a spectrum of financial

sustainability.  
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Implications for public funding of BAIs
Our executive interviews suggest that few publicly funded BAIs will

produce venture track companies. However, there is a more modest

role for publicly funded BAIs as economic development engines

that produce sustainable SMEs that will contribute to local growth

and employment. Given that our sample includes 25 of Canada's

most recognized BAIs, we suspect that the majority of the

approximately 250 BAIs across the country fall into the publicly-

funded end of the spectrum.

The variability in the capacity to earn private sector revenues implies

that Canada needs different funding models for BAIs across the

spectrum of fiscal sustainability, including a differentiated strategy

for distinct stages, sectors and regions of the country. In our

recommendations, we suggest that funding programs establish a

more precise division of labour among BAIs and fund entities to do

specialized jobs in the ecosystem based on client stage, sector and

location. 

The findings in this study also underline the importance of measures

that will improve the capacity of BAIs to deliver a more robust return

on investment. Top of the list in these measures is the need to “flood

the system” with genuine startup experience. Experienced

entrepreneurs are needed to instill sound business judgement,

improve access to targeted strategic and operational advice, and

help entrepreneurs open the right doors and avoid costly mistakes.

BAIs with entrepreneurial leaders are also more likely to put time

and energy into tapping into new markets and new client segments

to grow new revenue streams. In short, there are loud calls for more

entrepreneur-led BAIs that can attract and sustain meaningful

engagement with the private sector, including VCs and corporates

that will contribute significant resources to the ongoing growth and

success of Canada’s startup ecosystem.

DOMESTIC BEST PRACTICES

As a complement to executive interviews and data analysis, the

DEEP Centre studied a handful of entities in Canada that have

established significant corporate partnerships or developed other

significant non-governmental revenue streams. Our objective in

selecting the sample of case studies was to highlight a variety of

models for achieving fiscal sustainability and structuring corporate

innovation partnerships. 
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JLABs @ Toronto, the Toronto location in a broader network of

no-strings-attached life science incubators enabling innovators

to accelerate the delivery of healthcare solutions to patients

around the world. Launched by Johnson & Johnson in 2012,

JLABS now has 13 locations worldwide and a network of over 450

supported companies. The case study highlights the work JLABs

@ Toronto is doing with 50 resident companies that are

developing new technologies across several areas within the

medical device, health tech, pharmaceutical, and consumer

health sectors.  

Evok Innovations, a cleantech investment fund that increases

the scale, diversity and quality of early-stage innovations that will

address some of the most pressing environmental and economic

challenges facing the energy sector. The case study highlights a

new approach to corporate venture capital in which the BC

Cleantech CEO Alliance has joined forces with two leading

energy companies to accelerate the commercialization of

impactful energy solutions.

Ryerson Futures Inc., a Toronto-based BAI that runs Zone

Startups, a global brand of tech accelerators and seed-stage

venture funds that derives over 90% of revenue from private

sector sources. Ryerson Future’s fiscal sustainability comes from a

combination of equity investments, corporate partnerships and

international franchises, but its key success factor is

specialization. RFI has established acceleration services across a

broad range of geographies and verticals, including innovation

hubs in India and Vietnam and corporate accelerators in fintech,

sports and media and the industrial Internet.

In our case study sample, we look at two entities that highlight the

role of large corporations in driving the success of Canadian startups.

Among other things, the case studies demonstrate how corporate

accelerators can help startups secure a first sale, access world-class

lab infrastructure or acquire sophisticated management capabilities.

The other two case studies highlight contrasting efforts by Canadian

BAIs to achieve fiscal sustainability. One organization has pursued a

specialization strategy and derives revenue from a combination of

equity investments, partnerships and international franchising. The

other organization has turned to innovative online delivery models

for entrepreneurship 101 programming in order to dedicate more of

its valuable EIR resources to fee-for-service work with growth-stage

companies. The four case studies include:

10
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Scale-Up BC, a partnership between VIATEC and Accelerate

Okanagan (AO) that demonstrates how BAIs can strengthen

their fiscal self-reliance with more efficient service delivery

models. As BAIs shift their attention to helping growth-stage

companies to scale, many are facing challenges in dedicating

enough resources to meet the needs of early-stage startups. With

online delivery of foundational entrepreneurship programming,

VIATEC and Accelerate Okanagan are demonstrating how BAIs

can build an early-stage funnel while conserving resources for

tailored engagements with growth-stage companies.

The Disney Accelerator, which was among the first corporate

accelerators launched in partnership with Techstars. Over the

years, DA's track record of working with a steady stream of high-

growth tech startups has earned it a reputation as one of the

most successful and coveted corporate accelerators. By

highlighting several essential lessons for incumbent companies

and startups alike, the case study examines the evolution of

Disney’s intake model, its programming, and the company’s

approach to nurturing high-potential startups.

INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICES

As a starting point for the global best practice analysis, the DEEP

Centre conducted a comprehensive scan of top BAIs and corporate

venture activity. The scan highlights the existence of a large pool of

for-profit BAIs whose success and self-sustaining operations could

serve as a model for Canadian BAIs. The international scan also

reveals a higher density of corporate engagement in local startup

ecosystems in the United States and certain countries within

Europe, with comparatively larger investments, relationships that

are longer in duration, and partnership models that are more

advanced than those in Canada.

Building on this work, the DEEP Centre selected four case studies for

further analysis. The sample includes one self-sustaining business

accelerator, one corporate acceleration program, one corporate

venture capital unit and one consortium focused on robotics and

advanced manufacturing that facilitates interactions between

corporates and startups. As with the domestic analysis, our case

study research focused on understanding the revenue mix of self-

sustaining BAIs, documenting winning models for structuring

innovation partnerships, and identifying critical success factors.

Our featured international case studies include the following:

1 1
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 SOSV, a multi-stage “full-stack” venture capital investor. It
runs multiple world-class vertical accelerator programs and

provides seed, venture and growth-stage follow-on investments

into its best graduates. SOSV has funded over 900 startups to

date through its acceleration programs: HAX (hardware and

connected devices), IndieBio & RebelBio (life sciences),

Chinaccelerator (cross-border Internet & mobile in Asia) and

Food-X (food innovation). SOSV also has a global staff of hands-

on engineers, designers, accountants, and scientists to accelerate

product development, over 1,000 global mentors with deep

market and technical expertise, and a network of fully outfitted

laboratory & maker spaces.

GE Ventures, the venture capital subsidiary of General
Electric. Ranked as the 5th most active CVC globally, the venture

firm invests up to $200 million annually. It has more than 164

companies in its portfolio, across a dozen countries and a wide

variety of sectors ranging from energy and health care to

industrial software and advanced manufacturing. The case study

demonstrates how GE Ventures exemplifies several principles

that make it a model for large industrial companies seeking to

use venture investments as a means to accelerate innovation

and contribute to building an ecosystem. 

Advanced Robotics for Manufacturing (ARM) Institute,

America’s leading collaborative network focused on robotics and

workforce innovation. Structured as a public-private partnership,

ARM accelerates the advancement of transformative robotic

technologies and education to increase U.S. global

manufacturing competitiveness. The case study reveals how

ARM is working with Pittsburgh’s thriving robotics community

and a network of leading manufacturers to define the future of

the global manufacturing economy. ARM also demonstrates

how well-curated consortia projects can provide SMEs with

access to cutting edge research and a vital entry point into the

R&D pipelines of global corporations.

THE JURISDICTIONAL SCAN

In the final phase of research, the DEEP Centre conducted a

jurisdictional scan to illuminate the degree to which BAIs in other

countries depend on public funding, the sources and methods for

dispersing funds, and any measures taken to enhance the fiscal self-

reliance of BAIs. We also looked for public policy initiatives that have

proven successful in increasing the connectivity between BAIs,

startups and the VC and corporate community.
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Given the availability of data and the strength of the case study

candidates, we selected Sweden, the UK and the US as comparators

for the analysis. Our jurisdictional scan examines the evolution of BAI

funding models in the UK and two organizations that connect BAIs

and startups to investors and corporate partners. As described in the

brief synopses below, each organization imparts unique lessons and

insights that can help inform efforts to strengthen the performance

and fiscal sustainability of Canada’s entrepreneur support system.

Sweden. The birthplace of tech giants like Spotify and Skype,

Sweden is a global startup hub that punches well above its weight.

In our review of Sweden’s startup ecosystem, we focus on Ignite

Sweden, an independent, non-profit entity that brokers partnerships

between startups and large corporates on behalf of a national

network of business incubators and science parks. More specifically,

Ignite Sweden helps Swedish startups identify potential customers

for their solutions by verifying final product requirements with the

customer and running a pilot in the customer’s environment. 

Since its launch in 2017, 132 large companies and more than 400

startups have participated in over 2,400 matchmaking meetings. To

date, 42% of the matches performed by Ignite Sweden have

produced at least one follow-on meeting, while 112 startups have

struck commercial deals with large corporates. 

Ignite Sweden highlights the importance of having a structured

process for identifying industry needs and finding suitable solution

providers in the Swedish startup community. Among other success

factors, the Ignite Sweden case also underscores why matchmaking

programs need experienced business talent and why it's vital to

build the capacity of startups and corporates to negotiate and

operationalize innovation partnerships.

The United Kingdom. While the United Kingdom has growing

pockets of entrepreneurialism across the North of the country, much

of its startup ecosystem centres on the City of London. The region's

deep pool of available talent and venture capital have combined to

create a world-class cluster of startup firms, ranked 3rd in the world

according to the 2019 Startup Genome Compass report, behind only

Silicon Valley and New York. While the UK trails the United States

and China in annual venture capital investment, it is leagues ahead

of its closest European competitors. In 2019, the UK received more

investment than Germany and France combined, and about one-

third of total investment in Europe.
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In our review of the UK startup ecosystem, we focus on comparative

analysis of funding models for BAIs in Canada and the UK. As in

Canada, the UK has seen a decade of explosive growth in the

number of business incubators and accelerators, with a significant

concentration of BAIs in London. Research conducted by NESTA

reveals that both incubators and accelerators in the UK rely heavily

on public or university funding - although accelerators are, as a

whole, less dependent than incubators on these sources. These

sources of funding include local enterprise partnerships, Innovate

UK, central government and Big Lottery Fund as well as from the

European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), which funds at least

60 programs and facilities in the dataset collected by NESTA. The

NESTA study shows that corporates provide financial support to 51

% of UK accelerators, while 41% receive public funding. Incubators,

on the other hand, are more likely to receive funding from

universities and government agencies.  

 

The United States has long held a competitive advantage in

nurturing large technology firms that no other jurisdiction can

match. Much of that success is due to spin-offs from deep

investments in science and engineering led by national labs like the

U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). Over its 40-year

history, NREL has established itself as a lynchpin in the US clean

energy ecosystem, having led breakthrough research on energy

efficiency, sustainable transportation, and renewable power

technologies. In recent years, it has also demonstrated leadership in

technology commercialization, forged a national network of

cleantech BAIs and become a go-to source for investors and

corporations seeking to validate the technical performance of

cleantech solutions. 

The case study explains how NREL's Industry Growth Forum and a

suite of “technology-to-market” programs play a vital role in helping

startups validate and optimize their technologies and connect to

investment and adoption partners. Above all, NREL's success

highlights the importance of its differentiated value proposition in

promoting collaboration and commercialization in the cleantech

ecosystem, and specifically the significant science and engineering

capabilities that make NREL a valuable partner to startups, investors

and corporates.  
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Promote specialization by establishing clear sector and
stage mandates for BAIs and funding them appropriately.

Clarity about the division of labour will enable better triaging of

clients to the appropriate center of expertise based on sector,

technology, or company size and stage of development.

According to BAI leaders and other stakeholders, greater

specialization should also improve performance as focused

entities concentrate their efforts in the areas where they can

have the most significant impact.

Fund bold, game-changing innovation projects to attract
private sector engagement. VCs and corporates have very little

interest or need to engage with BAIs that deliver early-stage

programming. However, they will contribute to cutting edge

technology engineering and commercialization projects with

outsized potential. Granting larger funding envelopes to BAIs

that can attract equivalent matching funds from large anchor

firms and VCs will help ensure that there are sufficient resources

to achieve bold and transformative outcomes.

Identify opportunities to implement lower-cost delivery
models. While the focus of this report is growing private sector

revenue streams, using resources more judiciously is another way

to enhance fiscal sustainability. With online delivery for

foundational programming, for example, entrepreneurs-in-

residence can spend less time imparting the basics to early-

stage companies, and more time on tailored engagements for

growth-stage companies.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

At this stage in the development of Canada's startup ecosystem,

there is a need to tackle two interconnected priorities: improving

the capacity of BAIs to provide adequate support to Canadian

startups and implementing regional solutions that will enhance the

fiscal sustainability of the startup support system. In doing so, both

federal and provincial levels of government should promote pan-

Canadian thinking and approaches when it comes to setting policy,

encouraging coordination and collaboration among ecosystem

participants, and addressing gaps in startup financing, talent,

mentorship and global engagement.   

In our recommendations for BAIs and governments, we identify

measures to increase fiscal sustainability and increase the clock

speed of Canada’s startup ecosystem. We also offer suggestions for

boosting corporate investment in BAIs and innovation clusters. Here

we briefly highlight several vital recommendations.
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Encourage BAIs to share programming tools and resources.

The pooling of resources across the ecosystem would also enable

resource-constrained entities to provide more robust support

with limited dollars. Where possible, RDAs should encourage

BAIs to develop regional or even national solutions for program

delivery. Among other things, opportunities for collaboration

include curriculums for internationalization, corridor demo days

and pooling companies for foreign delegations and field trips to

the United States.  

Establish sector and stage appropriate timelines for
accelerating companies towards success or failure. There is a

common perception that Canada does not have enough fast

failures and that too many companies are allowed to linger in

incubators for years. In our interviews, several executives made

impassioned calls for a faster clock speed, greater emphasis on

building capable founders and establishing better linkages to

VCs. Executives also called for BAIs to implement a greater

willingness to cull or divert firms that exhibit less potential by

dropping companies from their programs when they fail to hit

milestones.

Measure velocity as part of BAI performance measurement.

The metabolism of the ecosystem would be improved if more

BAIs paid attention to the speed at which their client companies

reach milestones (e.g., the time required to develop an MVP, to

gain customer traction, obtain series A financing, or exit by

acquisition). ISED and its partners could incorporate such

measures into future versions of the PMF. In the meantime, ISED

could begin working with BAIs to develop tools and solutions for

tracking the economic performance of client cohorts over time

and analyzing the time required to meet particular targets for

revenue, investment attraction and job creation. 

Use the PMF to identify BAIs where Canadian companies
have the greatest opportunity to succeed. Many executives

think there is an oversupply of BAIs and see a need to rationalize

funding. There is support for using the national performance

measurement framework to ensure that funding goes to entities

that provide the most effective channels for supporting

entrepreneurs across the country. Doing so could lead to some

tough choices, but, in a time of scarce resources, the

responsibility of economic policymakers is to ensure that RDAs

allocate public dollars to programs and institutions that are

producing the most significant public benefits.
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Identify significant market opportunities that could provide
a carrot for corporate investments in BAIs and innovation
clusters. The best way to convince companies that there is an

ROI on participating in BAIs is to create a significant market

opportunity as an outcome of the investment. For example,

stakeholders see an opportunity for the provincial and federal

governments to use their purchasing power to create market

opportunities that would compel global anchor firms to make

significant innovation investments in Canadian clusters.

Possibilities could include orchestrating a volume purchase of

innovative new medical devices or health IT systems by

provincial hospitals; a widespread roll-out of new blockchain or

AI-based business intelligence and data management systems;

or the integration of new clean technologies into Canada's

network of buildings, transportation fleets, and other

infrastructure assets. 

Build capacity for corporate innovation partnerships. Finally,

our international best practices suggest policy options and

instruments that could pave the way for greater corporate

engagement in Canadian startup ecosystems and innovation

clusters. In particular, there is merit in exploring the potential to

replicate the Ignite Sweden model here in Canada. Such an

entity could help build corporate innovation capacity and focus

the attention of corporate leaders on the partnership and

investment opportunities that exist across the country. Indeed,

there is considerable support for a) education, training and

support on how to engage with startups, and b) a streamlined

model of engagement that could enable larger corporate

entities to gain exposure to companies and opportunities across

the country, rather than working bilaterally through individual

BAIs.

For Canada to promote its future economic prosperity through the

further development of high-tech jobs, firms and clusters,

policymakers and other stakeholders need to offer concrete

solutions for unleashing the country’s entrepreneurial potential.

Among other things, this will require business incubators and

accelerators to improve their programming by specializing in

particular sectors and stages of growth. It means promoting more

significant partnership activity between tech startups and large

multinationals that can act as anchor customers and open up

access to global value chains. There will need to be better

engagement with venture and angel investors who can unleash the

capital and transaction activity required to help firms scale. 
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High-potential companies must be encouraged to gain

international exposure early and should have easy access to the

necessary export supports to tap Asian and North American

markets. Canada must also invest in the creation of a roster of

home-grown management talent with the specialized skill sets to

help Canada’s cadre of brilliant technical founders build large,

sophisticated businesses with the enterprise capabilities to serve a

truly global market. 

Already, a positive shift is unfolding in the ecosystem, including

efforts by BAIs to generate more revenue from the private sector.

Government partners can play a decisive role in nurturing this pivot

by developing a BAI investment strategy that creates a clear division

of labour in the ecosystem and promote a coordinated pan-

Canadian approach to growing startups. BAIs and their partners in

government must also commit to using standard performance

measures to support evidence-based decisions. Doing so will

enhance the ability to identify and implement improvements in

programming, to share best practices across institutions and

jurisdictions, to generate better outcomes systematically and to

market Canada as a dynamic place in which to start and grow a

business. It will also help firms make better decisions about where

and how to access support. BAIs will be able to identify

opportunities to collaborate. And, a commitment to openly

reporting the results, will build public confidence in the economic

benefits these organizations create for Canada. 
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C h a p t e r  1
TOWARDS  F ISCAL  SUSTAINABIL ITY  IN

CANADA ’S  STARTUP  ECOSYSTEM

Public and private sector interest and investment in business

accelerators and incubators (BAIs) stems from their potential to play a

catalytic and supportive role within the broader innovation ecosystem

and to ameliorate specific types of 'market failures' that can impede

firm survival and growth. At the most general level, public investments

in incubators and accelerators are premised on the perceived capacity

of these organizations to increase the growth and competitiveness of

early-stage ventures and produce positive spillover effects within the

broader economy. Research conducted by the DEEP Centre in 2015

found these spillovers include: 1) promoting entrepreneurship and skills

development; 2) supporting investments innovation, R&D and job

creation; 3) reducing startup costs and accelerating their time to

market, and; 4) reducing search costs for angel investors and venture

capitalists while creating a pipeline of vetted companies and

technologies. 

More recently, a preliminary analysis conducted by ISED on data

collected from 20 Canadian BAIs for the national performance

measurement framework pilot found that the companies participating

in BAI programming significantly outperform the broader population of

Canadian SMEs on several key measures. For example, the analysis

found that BAI companies are considerably more likely to be growing

in employment and revenue and much more likely to invest in R&D

than a comparable benchmark group in the broader firm population.

The analysis also found that 76% of companies that participated in BAI

programming described their BAI program as being either ‘significant’

or ‘vital’ to their success.

While these contributions to Canada's economic performance suggest

a public policy rationale for ongoing public investment in BAIs, it is

equally prudent for BAIs and their partners in government to works

towards enhancing the fiscal self-reliance of these support

organizations. The array of economic benefits created by BAIs suggests

several revenue-generating opportunities that could diversify and

improve the funding sources available to BAIs while deepening their

relationships with angel investors, VCs and large corporates. In fact,

leading BAIs are already increasing the proportion of revenue they

generate from non-governmental sources—sources that range from

partnerships with innovation-hungry corporations to consulting fees

charged for services provided to mature startups and SMEs.  
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Assess the viability of various revenue models for different
types of BAIs operating in a variety of sectors and regions of the

country. What kinds of BAIs have been most successful in

diversifying their revenue mix? Which revenue streams offer the

most significant potential? Does the proportion and viability of

different revenue streams differ across BAI types, sectors or

regions of the country? 

Understand the impact of new revenue models on the

companies BAIs choose to support, how they support them, and

the outcomes they achieve, including the implications for scale-

up opportunities, equity dilution and early exits. 

Collect and synthesize input from key stakeholders,
including large corporations and venture capital firms that have

experience partnering with business accelerators and incubators

in Canada. Are  BAIs a viable source for high-quality deal flow? Is

there a return on investment on their partnerships? Will VCs and

corporates maintain, increase or decrease their effort to engage

and partner with BAIs over time?

Identify policy implications to inform government funding

programs for Canada’s startup support system. Are the various

non-governmental revenue streams predictable and

sustainable? To what degree could these revenue streams

displace government funding?

With the Partners for Prosperity and Innovation project, the DEEP

Centre led the first nation-wide effort to assess the viability of self-

sustaining business models for BAIs in Canada. With a focus on

equity investments, service fees and partnerships with large

corporations, the study identifies the revenue models with the most

potential to contribute to the fiscal sustainability of startup support

organizations. In addition to highlighting critical strategies for

growing private sector revenue streams, the project establishes a

better understanding of the challenges different organizations are

encountering in their pursuit of fiscal sustainability. Drawing from a

wide-ranging series of executive interviews, we also examine the

impact and sustainability of BAIs from the vantage point of

organizations that frequently interact with business accelerators and

incubators in Canada, including large companies and venture

capital firms. 

More specifically, the key objectives for the project included the

following:
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Highlight international best practices by extracting valuable

lessons from jurisdictions such as Sweden, the United Kingdom

and the United States and documenting innovative models from

top international BAIs, corporate venture capital and seed-stage

venture funds.  

Provide recommendations for entrepreneurs, business
executives, investors and policymakers that will promote greater

fiscal self-reliance among BAIs in Canada.

Defining revenue models. In stage one, the DEEP Centre built a

taxonomy of the different ways in which BAIs earn revenue,

including equity investments, service fees, innovation

partnerships, real estate leasing and IP licensing.  With a focus on

these five broad categories, we created a granular breakdown of

the different revenue models that BAIs are deploying across

Canada.  

Fiscal sustainability survey. In stage two, we ran a survey with a

sample of 25 BAIs to build a more detailed picture of the

revenue mix across the sample. The survey asked respondents to

identify the proportion of funding coming from various public

and private sources, the revenue models with the most potential

for future revenue growth and the challenges they are

encountering in growing private sector revenues. 

Data analysis. In stage three, we examined the revenue mix of

BAIs that target different stages of firm maturity, deliver various

services (e.g., incubation, acceleration and advisory services) and

operate in different sectors and regions of Canada.

Semi-structured interviews. In stage four, we conducted 56

semi-structured executive interviews with BAI leaders to gain a

qualitative understanding of the viability of the various revenue

models. We also spoke to VCs and corporates about their current

and future level of engagement with Canadian BAIs.

Best practice case studies. In stage five, we conducted 11

detailed case studies, including four in Canada, four from outside

Canada, and three jurisdictional scans. Among other things, the

case studies highlight a variety of models for achieving fiscal

sustainability and structuring corporate innovation partnerships.

METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH

The DEEP Centre deployed a five-stage approach to document the

current revenue mix among different BAIs and then assess the

potential for BAIs to increase private sector revenues over time.  
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Chapter 2 provides our taxonomy of BAI revenue models. 

Chapter 3 reviews the findings from the survey data. 

Chapter 4 highlights the key insights and findings from our

executive interviews. 

Chapter 5 includes our analysis of domestic best practices

Chapter 6 contains our review of international best practices.

Chapter 7 features the jurisdictional scan, including case studies

on Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States.

Chapter 8 provides our conclusions and recommendations.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

The remainder of the report is structured as follows. 
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C h a p t e r  2
TAXONOMY  OF  BAI  REVENUE  MODELS

DEEP Centre research conducted between 2015 and 2020 confirms

that a number of different revenue streams are present in the Canadian

ecosystem and that there are increasing opportunities to establish

innovation partnerships with corporations and other institutions

seeking to tap into Canada's startup ecosystem. In addition to grants

and contributions from government, our research to date indicates that

the most common revenue streams include returns on equity

investments, service fees and innovation partnerships. Other revenue

streams include real estate leasing and IP licensing. We provide a brief

overview of each model below (see Table 1).

RETURN ON EQUITY INVESTMENTS

The traditional accelerator model has focused on the exchange of

equity for funding. While this remains the case in private, venture-

backed accelerators, publicly supported entities in Canada are far less

likely to take equity stakes. Instead, these organizations rely

predominantly on government funding and a mix of other revenue

sources to sustain their operations. For those that do take equity, the

drive to obtain a return on investment compels organizations to work

with later-stage companies for whom it is easier to obtain exit

financing. More recently, several non-profit BAIs have increased their

engagement with private pools of capital as a means of sustaining their

operations. Meanwhile, a small number of BAIs have transitioned from

a strict non-profit model to a mixed model that includes an investment

fund.

FEES-FOR-SERVICE

Many entities in Canada charge nominal participation fees to client

companies ranging from $200 to $1,000 per month. While these costs

are minimal, charging them "enforces a contractual discipline on both

parties," according to one innovation hub leader, and leads to a more

effective use of the services on offer. In one case, an accelerator charges

both a monthly fee and takes equity. In one other case, a BAI takes a

participation fee of $5,000 if a participating firm achieves a minimum

revenue level post-program. The BAI deemed this a 'pay for success'

model. A subset of BAIs also provides customized consulting services to

firms, including both startups and more mature SMEs. In the cases

analyzed, these organizations received public funds to help subsidize

the cost of service. On average, the fees from client companies cover

around 50% or more of the operational costs of providing consulting

services, with public funding covering the balance.
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T axo n o my  o f  BA I  R e v e n u e  m o d e l s

TABLE  1 .  

EQUITY  INVESTMENTS Return on equity investments

Fund management fees

SERVICE  FEES Annual membership fees

Event fees

Program participation fees (i.e., fees to participate

in time-limited, structured programming)

Service fees (e.g., fees for advisory or mentorship

services)

Pay-for-success fees (e.g., fees based on clients

achieving a revenue or financing milestone)

INNOVATION

PARTNERSHIPS

Sponsorship fees

Executive education and consulting

Innovation outposts 

Corporate innovation programming (e .g .

corporate acceleration programs)

REAL  ESTATE  LEASING Real estate leasing

Desk/office/meeting room rentals

Conference room/facilities rentals

L ICENSING Patent licensing or sales

Brand licensing/franchising

Program IP licensing
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For large firms, engagement with startups can provide

exposure to breakthrough ideas and build a pipeline of

innovation and growth opportunities that would otherwise be

difficult to replicate internally. When done correctly, these

relationships can increase brand awareness, encourage

experimentation, and help mitigate investment risks as venture-

funded startups establish new markets and are acquired when

mature.

INNOVATION PARTNERSHIPS

Innovation partnerships with corporations and other institutions

(e.g., public sector agencies, universities, foundations and non-

profits) represent a relatively new and growing source of revenue for

BAIs in Canada. These partnerships see incubators and accelerators

run co-branded programming and offer a variety of support services

that can help large companies achieve their innovation objectives. 

 While large US and European multinationals are generally further

ahead in establishing corporate innovation partnerships than their

Canadian counterparts, Canada does feature some green shoots of

corporate engagement activity.

Leading funds and innovation hubs such as Highline Beta,

Communitech and MaRS, for example, now host resident innovation

teams from several Canada's largest firms and offer these corporate

partners customized programming and curated access to their

networks of supported firms. Companies such as Cenovus,

OpenText, RBC and Telus, on the other hand, have established

corporate acceleration programs and venture funds to deepen their

engagement with promising Canadian startups. More broadly, a

landscape analysis conducted by the DEEP Centre in January 2019

identified a total of 110 innovation initiatives across Canada that

feature corporate engagement and facilitate some degree of

interaction between large anchor companies and Canada’s startup

ecosystem. The initiatives include 43 innovation outposts at

Canadian incubators and accelerators, 22 consortia projects, 22

corporate innovation labs, 15 corporate venture capital funds and

eight corporate accelerators. 

From the early evidence collected by the DEEP Centre, sustained

corporate engagement in local startup ecosystems appears to

generate meaningful benefits for all stakeholders: 

. 
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For startups, the presence of an engaged and invested

corporate community in the local startup ecosystem provides

better access to channel relationships and global value chains.

Partnerships with large firms also allow entrepreneurs to take

advantage of other synergies that accelerate business growth,

including access to financing and hands-on mentorship from

the corporate partner’s employees and executives. 

For accelerators and innovation hubs, corporate partnerships

provide new revenue streams that can strengthen organizational

sustainability and generate additional funds to flow back into

building a healthy startup ecosystem. Partnerships with large

firms also add to the diversity of talent and experience that exists

within a given hub or accelerator, creating a richer overall

environment in which to nurture high-potential startups.   

For the Government of Canada, corporate innovation

partnerships are an essential feature of high-performing

ecosystems and a key ingredient in the innovation superclusters

that the government recently launched. Among other things,

corporate innovation partners help strengthen and diversify the

sources of investment capital, ensure startups have access to

anchor customers, and provide local incubators and accelerators

with independent revenue streams, making them less

dependent on government.

On the upside, greater corporate engagement in local startup

ecosystems can catalyze growth and innovation for all parties,

providing an injection of innovation into mature businesses, creating

new revenue streams for BAIs and offering smaller firms an

opportunity to scale. On the other hand, corporate participation in

local startup ecosystems, and a growing reliance on revenue from

the private sector, can create risks and potential downsides. For

example, the programming offered by BAIs could increasingly focus

on the needs and interests of incumbent businesses, rather than on

technologies and market opportunities with the potential to disrupt

established businesses. Large companies may insist on exclusivity

agreements that prevent startups from marketing their solutions to

competitors. Large companies could also leverage their "insider

status" to acquire promising startups early, along with their talent

and intellectual property, thus closing off the potential for these

firms to grow into large independent businesses operating in

Canada. BAIs may find that their funding becomes less predictable

and stable as the presence of partnership income is subject to the

whims of executives and the ups and downs of the business cycle.
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IP LICENSING

BAIs can monetize the intellectual property they own through

various forms of licensing. For example, BAIs can white label and

license their programming, including bespoke tools, templates and

broader program curricula. A couple of BAIs have seen some initial

success in licensing their programming, and others are exploring

the opportunity further. BAIs can also license their brands by

establishing a network of domestic and international franchises. The

accelerator franchising and global expansion strategy pioneered by

entities like TechStars and Startupbootcamp shows considerable

promise for BAIs with strong brand recognition. The ability of

Canadian entities such as Creative Destruction Lab and Ryerson

Futures to leverage their domestic success to build franchises in

other locations suggests there may be opportunities for others to do

the same. To date, however, only a few BAIs in Canada have pursued

licensing opportunities and the revenue they generate from

licensing makes up a tiny fraction of the overall revenue pie. 

REAL ESTATE LEASING

Finally, space/desk rental fees are another important source of

revenue for many hubs and incubators and a means of subsidizing

the services provided to resident firms. Larger innovation hubs in

Canada also derive significant revenue from leasing space to large,

established companies and other institutions that develop outpost

locations. However, interviews with executives reveal that the

impact on balance sheets depends on whether the BAI owns or

leasing the physical building. In cases where BAIs lease their space,

the desk and space rental fees charged to clients are cost-recovery

at best. 
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What is the current revenue mix for a representative sample of

BAIs across Canada? 

More specifically, what proportion of overall funding do BAIs

derive from government and a variety of private sector revenue

sources?

What types of BAIs have been most successful in diversifying

their revenue mix (e.g., for-profit vs. non-profit or innovation hubs

vs. accelerators)?  

Does the proportion and viability of different revenue streams

differ across sectors or regions of the country?

Which revenue streams offer the greatest potential for future

growth? 

What challenges are BAIs facing as they seek to grow and

diversify their revenues?

Do BAI leaders anticipate any significant changes to their

balance sheets in the next two to three years?  

To what degree could private sector revenue streams displace

government funding?

And finally, can BAI leaders identify best practice models for

growing private sector revenues?

Leading BAIs have ambitions to become less reliant on government

funding, and many have already seen a growing share of their

operational funding flow from the private sector. Until now,

however, Canada has lacked visibility into the proportion of revenues

BAIs derive from different sources. We also lack insight into the

opportunities that BAIs see to grow and diversify private sector

revenues. And finally, we have no documentation of the challenges

that leaders are encountering in their efforts to achieve greater fiscal

self-reliance.

The DEEP Centre’s fiscal sustainability survey was designed to help

Canadian policymakers and ecosystem participants acquire an

evidence base for assessing  the viability of self-sustaining business

models for BAIs in Canada. The key objectives and research

questions for the survey included the following:
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REGION /PROVINCE ORGANIZATION
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BA I  S u r v ey  P a r t i c i p a n t s

TABLE  2  

ATLANTIC  CANADA Emergence Bioscience Business Incubator

Propel

The Startup Zone

Venn Innovation Inc .

ONTARIO Communitech

Highline BETA

Invest Ottawa

L-SPARK

MaRS Discovery District

McMaster University - The Forge

Ryerson Futures Inc.

QUEBEC CENTECH

Ecofuel Accelerator

FounderFuel

Inno-Centre

WESTERN  CANADA Accel-Rx Health Sciences Accelerator

Accelerate Okanagan

BC Tech

Evok Innovations

Foresight Cleantech Accelerator Centre

Launch Academy

Platform Calgary

Saskatchewan Collaborates Inc .

(Co .Labs)

TEC Edmonton

VIATEC
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In charts 1 and 2 above, we segment the sample

by organization type and by the primary

funding source of the BAIs.

Organization type: As depicted in chart 1, a

majority of the BAIs (19 of 25 or 76%) are non-

profit organizations, with 6 out of 25

incorporated as for-profit corporations. 

Primary funding source: As depicted in chart

2, we classified the sample based on the BAI’s

primary funding source. BAIs that obtain 70% or

more of their funding from government were

classified as “publicly funded.” 

BAIs that obtain 70% or more of their funding

from private sector were classified as “privately

funded.” BAIs in the “balanced funding”

category receive a mix of public and private

sector funding (i.e., private sector revenue

account for 40 to 60% of their operating

budget). Overall, we find that only 5 of 25 (20%)

entities are privately funding. Eleven entities

(44%) reported having a balanced funding

model and 9 of 25 (36%) rely principally on

public finding.
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CHART  1 :  BAI  DEMOGRAPHICS

BY  ORGANIZATION  TYPE
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CHART  2 :  BAI  DEMOGRAPHICS

BY  FUNDING  SOURCE
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In charts 3 and 4 below, we segmented the BAIs

in the sample by location and sector focus.

Sector. As depicted in chart 3, we see that a

majority of the BAIs in the sample support

companies in the digital/ICT sector (14 of 25 or

56%). Six entities are sector agnostic or support

companies in multiple different sectors.

Additionally, the sample includes 3 BAIs that

specialize in clean technologies and 2 entities

that specialize in the health sciences.  

Location. As depicted in chart 4, the sample

includes BAIs from across Canada, with 10

respondents in Western Canada (including

Alberta, BC and Saskatchewan), 7 in Ontario, 4

in Atlantic Canada and 4 in Quebec.  
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CHART  3 :  BAI  DEMOGRAPHICS

BY  SECTOR

Atlantic Ontario Quebec Western
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CHART  4 :  BAI  DEMOGRAPHICS

BY  REGION
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In our first set of questions, we asked BAIs to

report on the different ways in which they

currently earn revenue. Our first set of results

below examine the frequency of different

revenue models across the sample of 25 BAIs.

As depicted in Chart 5, we look at the broad

revenue categories established in our

taxonomy. We find that almost all BAIs

currently receive some level of funding from

government, with just one exception. 

A significant majority receive some revenue

from corporate partners (88%) and from service

fees (72%). Just over half the sample generate

revenue from real estate leasing. A minority of

BAIs either currently earn revenue from equity

stakes in client companies or expect to do so in

near future (6 of 25 entities or 24%). Just two

BAIs report earning revenue from IP licensing.
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CHART  5 :  FREQUENCY  OF  BAI  REVENUE  MODELS
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CHART  6A :  FREQUENCY  OF  BAI  REVENUE  SOURCES ,  GRANULAR

BREAKDOWN

In chart 6A above, we drill down to obtain a

finer level of detail about the revenues

generated from real estate and service fees. 

Real estate. Of the 13 BAIs that generate

revenue from real estate, the vast majority do so

by renting hot-desks, offices and meeting

space. A little over half (7/13) also rent large

conference facilities and a minority (3/13) lease

real estate space to permanent tenants (e.g.,

local corporations).

Service fees. Of the 18 BAIs that earn revenue

from service fees, a significant majority do so

through standard program participation fees

(83%) and event fees (66%). Eight of the 18 BAIs,

charge client companies for advisory services,

usually on a cost share basis that covers

between 30 to 60% of the cost of delivering the

services. Seven BAIs charge annual

membership fees, which in some cases allows

members to access other services at a

discounted rate. Only one organization levies a

pay-for-success fee, a flat fee of $5,000 that

client companies pay if they reach an agreed

revenue threshold.
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CHART  6B :  FREQUENCY  OF  BAI  REVENUE  SOURCES ,  GRANULAR

BREAKDOWN
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In chart 6B, we examine the revenues

generated from equity investments and

innovation partnerships. 

Equity Investments. Of the six BAIs that

reported taking equity stakes in client

companies, 4 will only generate revenue from

their investments once there has been a

liquidity event (e.g., an acquisition or IPO). One

of the six BAIs also receives a management fee

from the venture capital fund associated with

the accelerator program.

Corporate partnerships. Of the 22 BAIs that

reported generating revenue from corporate

partnerships, the vast majority (21/22) do so

through sponsorships fees for events and

programming. Half of BAIs with corporate

partners (11/22) generate revenue from more

substantive corporate innovation programming

(e.g. matchmaking programs, workshops,

“collision days,” corporate accelerators, etc.).

Only three of the 22 BAIs offer executive

education and consulting services to their

corporate partners, and one earns revenue from

corporate outposts (i.e., leasing space to

corporate partners).
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In our next set of survey questions, we asked

BAIs to report the proportion of revenue they

generate from various sources. In Chart 7, we

look at the average percentage of revenue from

each of the six categories across the full sample

of 25 BAIs. Here we see that 55% of the revenue

comes from public sector funding programs,

which includes funding from all levels of

government, with the balance coming from a

combination of private sector sources.

Corporate partnerships and service fees make

up the next most significant sources of revenue

at 17% and 11% respectively. 

Returns on equity investments account for 6%

of revenue across the entire sample, while

revenue from real estate leasing contributes 5%.

It is worth noting that even though six entities

take equity stakes in client companies, just 2 of

them have earned any returns on those

investments to date. One of the two BAIs

reported earning 100% of its revenue from

equity investments. Removing this corporate

venture-backed BAI from the sample would

drop the overall contribution of equity

investments to just 2%.

CHART  7 :  PROPORTION  OF  BAI  REVENUE  BY  SOURCE
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CHART  8A :  PROPORTION  OF  BAI  REVENUE  BY  SOURCE ,  PUBLICLY -

FUNDED  BAIS

CHART  8B :  PROPORTION  OF  BAI  REVENUE  BY  SOURCE ,  BAIS  WITH

BALANCED  FUNDING
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Publicly funded BAIs. The nine BAIs in the

publicly funded segment receive an average

of 88% of their funding from government.

The remainder is comprised of service fees

(4% on average), partnerships (3%) and real

estate leasing (2%). 

Segmenting the sample by primary funding

source reveals some important distinctions

between BAIs. In Charts 8A to 8C, we see

significant disparities in the reliance on

government funding between the three groups,

along with notable differences in the capacity

to generate private sector revenues. 

BAIs with balanced funding. The eleven

BAIs with a balanced funding model receive

an average of 51% of their funding from

government. The remainder is comprised of

service fees (16% on average), partnerships

(15 %) and real estate leasing (8%).

Privately funded BAIs. The five BAIs that

are predominantly financed with private

dollars receive an average of just 4% of their

funding from government. The largest

contribution to revenues comes from

partnerships at 48% on average. Returns on

equity investments account for nearly 30%

of annual revenues. Service fees contribute

12% and real estate contributes just 5%.

CHART  8C :  PROPORTION  OF  BAI  REVENUE  BY  SOURCE ,  PRIVATELY -

FUNDED  BAIS
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CHART  9A :  PROPORTION  OF  BAI  

REVENUE :  ATLANTIC  CANADA  
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One objective of the fiscal sustainability analysis

was to determine if there are any regional

differences in the capacity to generate revenues

from the private sector. In Charts 9A - 9D, we do

note some clear distinctions on a regional basis,

although given the small sample sizes in

Atlantic Canada and Quebec it is currently

unclear whether these patterns would hold if

given a higher response rate in these regions.

Nevertheless, based on the available data we

can make the following observations.

Atlantic Canadian BAIs. Of the four BAIs

reporting in Atlantic Canada, we see that 85%

of their funding comes from government,

making these organizations significantly more

reliant on public funding than the sample

average of 55%. Private sector revenues are

negligible, with services representing 5%,

partnerships contributing 4% and real estate

leasing accounting for 2%.

Ontario BAIs. Of the seven BAIs reporting in

Ontario, we see that 42% of their funding

comes from government, making these

organizations less reliant on public funding

than the sample average of 55%. Ontario BAIs

see a significantly higher share of revenue from

corporate partnerships at 32% versus the

sample average of 17%. The traction in

corporate partnership revenue most likely

reflects the concentration of corporate

headquarters in the GTA area. At just 4% of

overall funding,  service-related revenue for

Ontario BAIs is significantly below the sample

average of 11%. Our executive interviews suggest

this is a reflection of the fact that Ontario BAIs

have only recently begun charging service fees

after being mandated by the Province to offer

all of their services for free. Finally, returns on

equity investments account for 6% of annual

revenue, which is in line with the sample

average. Revenues from real estate leasing are

negligible at just 1%.
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Quebec BAIs. Of the four BAIs reporting in

Quebec, we see that 51% of their funding comes

government, which is in line with sample

average of 55%. Like Ontario, Quebec BAIs see a

significantly higher share of revenue from

corporate partnerships at 29% versus the

sample average of 17%..Unlike Ontario, Quebec

BAIs generate 20% of their revenues from

service fees, which puts them well above the

average of 11%. Finally, in an anomaly when

compared with the rest of the sample, Quebec

BAIs did not report any revenues from the other

private sector sources, including equity

investments, real estate leasing or IP licensing.

Western Canadian BAIs. Of the ten BAIs

reporting in Western Canada, we see that 53%

of their funding comes government, which is in

line with average of 55%. At an 8% share of

overall funding, 

Western Canadian BAIs are well below the

sample average of 17% in generating revenue

from corporate partnerships.This lack of traction

in corporate partnership revenue reflects the

lack corporate headquarters in the region and

the difficulties that BAIs have faced in attracting

corporate dollars. At 14% of overall funding,

service-related revenue for Western Canadian

BAIs are slightly above sample average of 11%.

Finally, both real estate leasing and returns on

equity investments are above average at 12%

and 10% of annual revenues respectively. The

above average revenue from real estate revenue

is due to the presence of several BAIs that own

their real estate assets and derive significant

revenue from desk and office space rentals. The

above average share of revenue from equity

investments is directly attributable to one BAI.

Nine out of the ten BAIs in Western Canada

reported zero earnings from equity investments.
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As in the regional analysis, we segmented BAI

sample by their sector focus to determine if

there are any significant sector-based

differences in the capacity to generate revenues

from the private sector. In Chart 10A - 10D, we

do see some discernible differences in the

revenue mix across sectors. Again, the small

sample sizes in the health sciences and

cleantech sectors makes it hard to determine

whether these patterns are generalizable. That

said, the entities in our sample do represent a

significant share of overall number of BAIs in

health sciences and cleantech, given that there

are relatively few of them across Canada. In our

observations below, we have noted cases where

some of the averages could be misleading. 

Health sciences BAIs. Only two BAIs in our

sample that specialize in the health sciences

sector. 

The most striking observation is that both are

highly reliant on public sector funding, taking a

combined average of 93.5% of their funding

from government.The remaining revenues are

derived from service fees (an average of 6%) and

partnerships (0.5%), with very little difference

between the two BAIs in the proportion of

revenue attributed to these sources. 

Digital/ICT BAIs. Nine of the 25 BAIs provide

services to companies that are focused on

digital technologies, including AI, blockchain, e-

commerce, enterprise software, fintech and IOT.  

We find that this subset of BAIs reports an

average revenue mix that is consistent with the

broader sample. The average proportion of

revenue from services, partnerships and equity

investments is 11%, 18% and 3% respectively.

Revenue from real estate leasing came in above

average, with the share at 9% versus the sample

average of 5%.
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Diversified BAIs. Six of the 25 BAIs cater to

companies in a diverse range of sectors. The

most notable finding here is that these entities

have been more successful than others in

generating revenue from corporate

partnerships and services. With an average

share of 26% of revenues coming from

corporate partnerships, diversified BAIs are well

above the sample average of 17%. Diversified

BAIs are also slightly above average in

generating revenue from service fees (14% share

versus the 11% sample average).  Diversified BAIs

reported no revenue from equity investments

and very little revenue from real estate leasing

(2%). The share of government funding for

diversified BAIs tracks the sample average. 

Cleantech BAIs. Three of the 25 BAIs specialize

in supporting cleantech companies. In this case,

we do see very significant differences in the

proportion of revenue these entities attribute to

the various sources.

This makes the averages displayed in Chart 10D

quite misleading. With respect to government

funding, for example, we see an average share

of 53%. However, the average obscures the fact

that one receives 95% of its funding from

government, another receives 65% and the

third takes no funding from government

whatsoever. The inconsistencies are similar

across the private sector revenue categories. For

service fees, we see an average proportion of

revenue of 8%, with individual shares of 3%,

20% and 0. For partnerships, the average share

is 6%, while the individual BAIs report 2%, 15%

and 0. The average share of revenue from

returns on equity investments is the most

problematic. While one of the three derives

100% of its revenue from equity investments,

the other two do not take equity stakes in the

companies they support.
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One objective for the survey was to understand

whether BAI executives anticipate being able to

increase their level of fiscal self-reliance over

time by earning a greater share of private sector

revenue. Thus, in addition to requesting details

about their current funding sources, we asked

BAIs to characterize their organization’s balance

sheets in two to three years. The charts above

compare where the BAI balance sheets sit

today and where executives anticipate they will

be in two to three years. 

The results show that the vast majority

anticipate very little change in the overall

composition of their funding. Only privately

funded BAIs anticipate some movement in

their funding mix, with 4 of the 5 entities

reporting that they will become 100% self-

reliant in two to three years, up from 2 out of 5

in the present state.

CHART  1 1A :  BAI  BALANCE  SHEETS

TODAY

CHART  1 1B :  BAI  BALANCE  SHEETS

IN  2  -3  YEARS
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In the final section of the survey, we asked BAIs

about the opportunities and challenges they

foresee in their efforts to grow their private

sector revenues over time. Starting with

opportunities, we asked BAI leaders to rank of

the six revenue models according to their

potential to increase income from the private

sector over time. Chart 12 displays the average

rankings from the sample of 25 BAIs. Here we

see that BAI leaders are most optimistic about

their capacity to increase revenues from

services and partnerships. Equity investments

and real estate leasing were next in the ordinal

ranking of opportunities for future growth, while

BAI leaders were least likely to identify

intellectual property licensing as an opportunity

for revenue growth.

Although not displayed in the chart above, we

did segment the BAI population into the three

funding model categories and noted a few

differences in how these distinct groups rank

the opportunities for future revenue growth.

Publicly Funded BAIs see opportunities to

increase the revenue they generate from

service fees as having the greatest potential

to increase their private sector income over

time. By contrast, publicly funded BAIs are

significantly less confident about the

potential to generate additional revenue

from corporate partners than the BAIs in the

other categories. 

BAIs with Balanced Funding are most

confident about their capacity to increase

the revenue they generate from corporate

partnerships, with service fees coming in as

a close second. 

Privately Funded BAIs also see corporate

partnerships and service fees as the revenue

models with the greatest potential to

increase their income over time. Although

third in the ordinal ranking, privately funded

BAIs are more optimistic about their

capacity to increase revenues from equity

investments than BAIs in the other

categories. 
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Finally, we provided a list of challenges that

BAIs may encounter in growing private sector

revenues and asked respondents to select all of

the challenges that apply to their organization.

Chart 13 displays a very clear pattern across the

sample of 25 BAIs. Nearly 70% of BAIs (or 17 of

25) indicated that they are encountering

challenges in attracting corporate and

institutional partners. 64% of BAIs (or 16 of 25)

agreed that it is challenging to dedicate

sufficient staff and resources to business

development activities. Just over half of the

sample (56%) noted that they are challenged to

charge adequate fees to recover the cost of

delivering services to their clients. Five BAIs

reported that they finding it challenging to

maintain real estate occupancy. Only 2 BAIs

indicated that none of the challenges listed

were applicable. 

Segmenting the population into the three

funding model categories highlights a couple of

noteworthy distinctions in the challenges these

distinct groups identify.

Business development. Publicly funded

BAIs and BAIs with balanced funding were

more likely to indicate that they have been

challenged to dedicate sufficient staff and

resources to business development,

compared with only one out of the five

privately funded BAIs. One might assume

that privately funded BAIs make business

development a top priority and allocate

resources accordingly.  

Corporate partners. Although privately

funded BAIs have been the most successful

in generating revenue from corporate

partnerships, all of the BAIs in this category

also identify the ability to attract additional

corporate partners as a challenge. 

Service fees. In this case, we find that BAIs

with balanced funding were most likely to

indicate that they find it challenging to

charge adequate fees to recover the cost of

delivering services to their clients. By

comparison, less than half of the BAIs in the

other categories identify the ability to

charge adequate service fees as a challenge. 
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CHART  13 :  CHALLENGES  IN  GROWING  PRIVATE  SECTOR  REVENUE



Equity stakes. A small number BAIs (just 6 of 25 entities

surveyed) take equity stakes in client companies. While some

non-profit entities are trying to increase their engagement with

private pools of capital (CVC, traditional VC, angel funds), the

survey results suggest that we should not expect much of an

increase, if any, in the number of Canadian entities with the

capacity to achieve VC-like returns. 

Service fees. Apart from the entities that take equity stakes in

exchange for funding and services, there appears to be a

concerted move away from providing startup support services

for free. Over 70% of the BAIs surveyed charge nominal

participation fees to client companies ranging from $200 to

$1,000 per month. Pay for success fees, consulting fees and event

fees are also common. 

Partnerships. The vast majority (84%) of BAIs surveyed by the

DEEP Centre earn sponsorship revenue from corporate partners.

A much smaller number also run co-branded programming (e.g.,

outposts & corporate accelerators) and/or offer a variety of

support services that can help large companies and institutions

achieve their innovation objectives. 

KEY FINDINGS FROM THE FISCAL SUSTAINABILITY SURVEY

The DEEP Centre’s fiscal sustainability survey represents the first ever

attempt to understand how BAIs in Canada fund their operations.

The survey provides insight into the different ways in which BAIs

generate revenue. More importantly, the survey results reveal the

proportion of revenues from different sources, including funding

from government and revenues generated from service fees,

partnerships, equity investments and real estate leasing. In assessing

the viability of the various private sector revenue streams, we arrived

at several fundamental conclusions for policymakers and other

stakeholders that are concerned with the fiscal sustainability of

Canada’s startup support system. 

First, there is no doubt that most BAIs would like to operate more

independently from government. From our executive interviews, we

also know that many BAIs are actively pursuing new private sector

revenue streams. The survey provides us with a snapshot in time, so

at this point we cannot assess whether private sector revenues are

increasing or decreasing over time. However, we can make the

following summary observations about the present state of fiscal

sustainability in Canada’s startup support system: 
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Real estate. Half of the BAIs surveyed earn revenue from real

estate. Co-working spaces and real estate leasing appear to be

important components of a diversified revenue mix for larger

BAIs with balanced funding models.

Power law distribution of success. Based on our findings, it

appears that only a small number of BAIs in Canada will see a

disproportionate level of success. In the sample of 25 entities,

which represent many of the most prominent and well-known

BAIs across Canada, only 4 entities in the sample will be 100%

self-sustaining in the next 2 to 3 years. 

Equity stakes. Of the six entities that take equity stakes, only

one has seen meaningful exits. The inability to generate high-

value exits in Canada means that most equity-driven BAIs are

linked to patient investment funds that are playing a long-game.

Service fees. Services fees represent a very small share (11%) of

the overall revenue mix for BAIs in the sample. Viable consulting

fee models are still heavily subsidized by public funding. As we

explore further in the executive interview findings, some BAIs are

reporting a  push back on fee-for-service models and everyone

concedes that there is a definite ceiling on affordability for early

stage companies, which caps the ability to increase fees going

forward.  

Despite evidence of traction in generating private sector revenues,

government funding accounts for 55% of overall funding mix for the

population of 25 BAIs. All of the other sources of private sector

revenue combined make up the remainder of BAI balance sheets.

The relatively high proportion of government funding reflects the

difficulties organizations have encountered in growing private sector

revenues, particularly those BAIs with a community mandate to

serve a broad cross-section of startups and those operating outside

of Canada’s largest urban centres. The ongoing reliance on public

funding also underscores the challenging economics of supporting

early stage companies, which make sustainability, let alone fiscal

self-reliance, difficult for even the best run organizations to achieve.

More specifically, we can draw the following conclusions regarding

the lack of fiscal sustainability on the horizon: 
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Partnerships. While corporate partnerships represent a slightly

higher share of revenue than service fees (at 17%), the majority of

partnership revenue is derived from comparatively small

sponsorship fees. While larger cheques have been written to

fund innovation programming, only a small number of BAIs in

Canada have the deal-flow, credibility and capacity to address

the innovation needs of large corporate partners. Evidence from

our executive interviews suggests that some of this revenue is at

risk given the widespread perception that the ROI on these

innovation partnerships is weak.

Real estate leasing. Profitable real estate leasing fees are

dependent on location and on owning the real estate asset,

which is the case for only a small number of BAIs in the sample.

The majority of BAIs charge desk and office rental fees to recover

their own leasing costs. In other words, real estate is at best a

break-even proposition for the majority of BAIs.  

Early stage support. Pre-revenue startups have no money for

services. The BAIs that focus on early stage companies are

unlikely to generate investment income or meaningful

partnership revenue. 

Sector differences. The health sciences sector is most

dependent on public funding. Diversified entities, and those

focused on tech startups, have had the most success in

achieving balanced funding models. Cleantech is a mixed bag,

with entities operating at both ends of the public – private

funding spectrum. 

Regional differences. Atlantic Canadian BAIs in the sample are

most dependent on public funding. Ontario and Quebec-based

entities are furthest ahead in developing partnership revenues.

Western Canadian BAIs are furthest ahead on generating

revenue from service fees. 

The BAIs that participated in the DEEP Centre’s fiscal sustainability

survey are a diverse bunch. As anticipated, we did find meaningful

differences in the private sector revenue potential across sectors,

regions and support models. 
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For BAIs seeking to boost revenues, service fees and
partnerships are the key growth opportunities. Privately

funded entities are waiting for exits and focused on securing

corporate partnerships. Publicly funded entities see services fees

as the most likely route to achieving a more balanced revenue

mix. Entities with balanced funding are prioritizing institutional

partnerships. However, in most cases, executives are focused on

steadying the ship rather than growing the bottom line.

Attracting partners, charging adequate service fees and
dedicating staff to business development activities are
common challenges for almost all BAIs. BAIs outside of

Canada’s largest urban centres appear to have the greatest

difficulty attracting corporate partners. While BAIs can

command higher fees for scale-up programming and services,

most executives agree that there is little opportunity to increase

service revenue from the support they provide to early stage

startups. As we will explore further in the executive interview

findings, achieving predictable, stable long-term funding for core

operations and programming remains a key concern for most

BAIs.

On a forward looking basis, public funding will continue to be

necessary to keep the majority of Canadian BAIs afloat. Only a small

number of BAIs have fashioned a path to fiscal self-reliance, and the

survey results do not engender confidence in the ability of a large

number of BAIs to follow in their footsteps. Given that very few of

the BAIs anticipate any changes in their revenue mix over the next

two to three years, the bottom line is that most BAIs will not viable

without at least 50% public funding going forward. In several

regions and sectors, even greater public contribution levels will be

required. With respect to opportunities and challenges in securing

new private sector revenues, we can draw the following conclusions:

Despite these challenges, roughly half of the BAIs are confident that

they can sustain balanced funding models. However, they can only

do so as long as they continue to attract the public funding required

to leverage private sector dollars. In other words, the grants and

contributions from government underpin core startup support

programs, around which BAIs build other revenue-generating

activities.   
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r e a d  o n
PARTNERS  FOR  INNOVATION  AND  PROSPERITY :  TOWARDS  F ISCAL

SUSTAINABILL ITY  IN  CANADA 'S  STARTUP  ECOSYSTEM

With  the  Partners for Prosperity and
Innovation  project ,  the  DEEP  Centre  led

the  f irst  nation-wide  effort  to  assess  the

viabil ity  of  self-sustaining  business

models  for  business  accelerators  and

incubators  (BAIs )  in  Canada .  Drawing  on

a  national  survey  and  a  wide-ranging

series  of  executive  interviews ,  the  study

highlights  crit ical  strategies  for  growing

private  sector  revenue  streams  and

establishes  a  better  understanding  of

the  challenges  startup  support

organizations  are  encountering  in  their

pursuit  of  f iscal  sustainabil ity .   
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PART 1  provides  a  taxonomy  of  BAI

revenue  models  and  the  f indings  from  a

national  survey  of  business  accelerators

and  incubators  across  Canada .  

PART 2 highlights  key  insights  and

findings  on  f iscal  sustainabil ity  from  a

series  of  executive  interviews .  

PART 3  includes  an  analysis  of

domestic  and  international  best

practices  in  business  acceleration .  

PART 4 provides  a  summary  of  the  key

conclusions  and  recommendations  for

executives  and  policymakers .
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